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Abstract
Changes in prices of homes are hypothesized as correlated with the times of
their sale and resale and the attributes of their dwelling unit and neighbourhood and those of neighbouring homes. They may also be correlated with the
occurrences of events inside the neighbourhoods caused by the activities of
individuals and organizations outside the neighbourhoods, such as whether the
local economy is in a recession or has a high unemployment rate. Calibrated
hybrid housing price models predict precipitous decreases in house prices of
approximately 2900 sold and resold homes in two inner-city neighbourhoods
in Windsor, Ontario, during those events since 1981 or 1986. Overall modest predicted percentage increases in houses’ prices during more than 30
years therefore subsumed periods of inner-city neighbourhood deterioration in dispersed locations of unimproved and disimproved homes. Compensatory predictions however are of increasing prices for minorities of
homes with improvements to several attributes of the dwelling unit and
neighbourhood.

Keywords
Neighbourhood Change, House Price, Local Event, Hybrid Housing Price Model,
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1. Introduction
Inmoving and outmoving residents as opposed to stayers are sources of most social, economic and environmental changes in a neighbourhood (e.g. [1] [2] [3]
[4]). Movers however may sooner or later move again from their current locations, and so explanation of neighbourhood changes during a long study period
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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may be complicated by participation of different (un-)observed individuals in
those changes [5] [6]. In comparison, conventional houses remain in the same
location long after residents have come and gone. Changes in the same homes’
prices and their attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood will thus be
immobile indicators of the changes in a neighbourhood [7] [8]. This is because a
home’s sale price, or change in it, is generally hypothesized as a function of attributes of its dwelling unit, neighbourhood and location, and the changes in
them; and its time of sale and time of resale if any; as well as the prices and attributes of neighbouring sold homes during the previous few months [9] [10]
[11] [12].
In particular, homes’ prices and attributes may get better or worse during occurrences of “local events” that are attributable to individuals’ and organizations’
activities inside or outside a neighbourhood. Impactful events originating outside a neighbourhood include declining employment or housing affordability,
and a recessionary state of the economy or not; and those inside a neighbourhood include constructed or planned land use changes [13] [14]. Such events are
therefore hypothesized in this study as producing fluctuations in prices of homes
through time after controlling for the homes’ attributes of the dwelling unit and
neighbourhood [15] [16]. Quigley’s [17] hybrid housing price model is calibrated for testing this hypothesis about changes in homes’ prices in two inner-city neighbourhoods; and so this refines tests with single sales hedonic housing price models or repeat sales models in other studies (e.g. [18]-[23]). The tested
data are the prices and the attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood of all
approximately 2900 sold homes in two inner-city neighbourhoods in Windsor,
Ontario, since 1981 or 1986 depending on when data collection began.
This study therefore not only interprets neighbourhood changes in two inner-city neighbourhoods during long study periods in terms of changes in sold
homes’ prices and their attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood. It also correlates predicted neighbourhood changes in houses’ prices with occurrences of local events, hypothesized in the next section as caused by people’s activities inside and outside those neighbourhoods. More precise predictions of
changes in prices by a hybrid price model will be advantageous for diagnosing
neighbourhood change, as this model is a statistical synthesis of both a single
sales hedonic price model and a repeat sales model. In the end, hybrid models empirically predict very modest increases in house prices unless these prices are augmented by changes in sold homes’ attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood. These findings have methodological and practical implications for conclusions about changes in two inner-city neighbourhoods during the past more
than 30 years.

2. Local Events as Reasons for Changes in House Prices
Four types of potentially-impactful events for a neighbourhood may be analogous to those hypothesized by Carson and Dastrup [16] as causing changes in
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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the attributes of homes and their prices from one city to another. Hence for an ith
p t at time t:
home in an nth neighbourhood with a predicted change in price ∆
i

(

p t =
∆
 BEnt , ECnt , HCnt , HPnt
i

)

(1).

where the first variable in Equation (1), BEnt , is the surrounding built environment if it has major new buildings and facilities or planned ones inside a
neighbourhood that are capitalized in prices of nearby homes—or if outside of
it, there are permits for new homes or completions of them in suburbs that siphon off demand for used houses, and decrease their prices [24] [25] [26]. For
example, another study [27] speculates that house prices in two study neighbourhoods may have been stabilized by community planners’ residential rehabilitation assistance programs in the early-1980s [28], and community improvement
plans during the mid-2000s [29] [30]. Another speculation is the possibly benign effect on house prices of the opening of the so-called temporary casino in
1994 on the border of one neighbourhood, and its closure and replacement
with the permanent casino in 1998 on the border of the other neighbourhood
(Figure 1) [31]. Operationally, the casinos and the residential rehabilitation
assistance programs are coded 1 for their operating years and zero otherwise,
especially because the permanent casino has reportedly continuing land use
impacts [32].
In comparison, the community improvement plans and four additional major
construction or demolition projects near to or in the study neighbourhoods may
have created beneficial (in-)accessibilities for a few years for some residents who
work in them, play on them, or no longer see them; and so they are coded 1 for
their first five years of (in-)existence and zero otherwise. Three constructions are
a sculpture park along the Detroit riverbank in 1999 (Figure 2), a downtown
corporate headquarters in 2002 (Figure 3), and a suburban sports arena in 2008

Source: Author.

Figure 1. Casino in downtown Windsor.
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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Source: Author.

Figure 2. Sculpture park along Detroit riverbank in Windsor.

Source: Author.

Figure 3. Corporate headquarters in downtown Windsor.

instead of a retrofit in one study neighbourhood (Figure 4); and a fourth demolition in 2013 of a hospital closed in 2004 in the other study neighbourhood
(Figure 5) [33] [34] [35]. Last, the study neighbourhoods contain few new single-detached and duplex houses, and so metropolitan Windsor’s new residential
building permits will be for properties located in far away suburbs. Operationally, monthly numbers of building permits aggregated to calendar years are prorated by metropolitan Windsor’s corresponding annual estimated total population; and then lagged by one year as if used homes’ prices react to a previous
year’s new construction [36] [37] [38]
The second variable in Equation (1), ECnt , is the state of the city-wide economy
represented by the unemployment rate and presence or absence of an economic
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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Source: Author.

Figure 4. Unused site of sports arena in downtown Windsor.

Source: Author

Figure 5. Former site of closed hospital in Wellington-Crawford neighbourhood in Windsor.

recession [39]. House prices may decline during periods of high adult unemployment when residents are earning and saving less, and possibly moving out
[40]. Sales and prices may decline even further during a national economic recession that originates in another economic sector than adult (un-)employment,
such as the four just before or during the study period in 1980, 1981-1982,
1990-1992, and 2007-2009 [41] [42] [43] [44], includes graph; operationally, recessionary years are coded 1, and other years, zero. Together, a chronic high
unemployment rate after the end of a recession may depress house prices for
several more years in an unresilient neighbourhood such as an inner city one
[14] [39]. Monthly unemployment rates are available for metropolitan Windsor
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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[45].
The third variable in Equation (1), HCnt , is the ongoing cost of home ownership including requirements and interest rates for mortgages. Decisions about
housing purchase and upkeep typically depend on the availability of financing
from private financial institutions as well as the ratio of loan to equity that is ultimately related to residents’ savings and earnings [46] [47]. Both components
are measured in Canada’s mortgage interest cost index on a monthly basis as a
constituent of the consumer price index [48]—although this national index encompasses more expensive housing markets than that of Windsor [49]. Note
that this mortgage interest cost index is not correlated with presence or absence
of an economic recession in Canada, thereby confirming the effectiveness of
banking regulations against subprime mortgages during the 2000s.
The last variable in Equation (1), HPnt , represents the appreciation or depreciation of house prices in the market. This however may be less salient herein
than in Carson and Dastrup’s [16] study where it refers to house price changes
in a city during the decade until the great recession of 2009. It in any case will be
endogenous with changes in prices for a proportion of metropolitan Windsor’s
monthly house sales located in two study neighbourhoods (e.g. [50]).

3. Three Housing Price Models
Occurrences of local events will be independent variables in multiple regressions
having a hybrid model’s predicted annual percentage changes in homes’ prices
in each neighbourhood as the dependent variable. These predictions will have
statistically controlled for differences in homes’ times of sale and resale, changes
in their attributes of the dwelling and neighbourhood, and compositions of their
neighbouring sold homes. Moreover, hybrid models’ predicted changes in prices
should provide more precise indicators of change in a neighbourhood from
prices and attributes of sold and resold homes through time [17] [51]. This is
because a hybrid price model is the statistical synthesis of a single sales hedonic
housing price model and a repeat sales model of the same data.
The more frequently-tested hedonic housing price model assumes that a oncesold ( i = 1,  , I ) house’s price at a ( t = 1,  , T ) time t, pit , is a function of its
( k = 1,  , K ) attributes at that time, xkt ,i , the composition of its ( m = 1,  , M )

{ }

neighbouring sold homes up to that time,

{λ } , and the time of sale itself (e.g.
t
m ,i

year), dit , equalling 1 for the time of sale and zero otherwise:

a β' xit + A' λit + γ' d it + ηi + eit
LN pit =+

(2)

{ }

where β = {β k } is a K × 1 vector of implicit prices of attributes, and xit = xkt ,i

is a K × 1 vector of observed attributes of an i house at sale time t; similarly
A = {α m } is a M × 1 vector of marginal implicit prices, and λit = λmt ,i is a M
th

{ }

× 1 vector of observed correlations with an ith house’s neighbouring sold homes
up to sale time t; γ is the T × 1 vector of price changes through time and d it
is the T × 1 vector of time-dependent dummy variables for this ith house. And an
error term ε it for this home is decomposed into a time-independent specificaDOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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tion error ηi and a white noise process eit .
A single sales hedonic price model does not differentiate between I once-sold
homes at time t and J resold homes also indicated as selling at time t when sold
either the first time or the second time or more. In comparison, the frequentlytested repeat sales model distinguishes each ( j = 1,  , J ) home sold more than
once from the I once-sold homes by its t time of original resale and τ later
time of resale. A jth home’s difference in resale price at time τ versus sale price
at time t, ( pτj − p tj ), is a function of its change in each kth attribute between these

times, ( xτk , j − xkt , j ), the change in its composition of M neighbouring sold homes
between those times, ( λmτ , j − λmt , j ), and the time between sale and resale,

( d τj − d tj ), coded (−1) for time of sale, 1 for time of resale, and zero otherwise in

a time-dependent dummy variable, δ τj :

( LN p

τ
j

)

(

)

(

)

' τj + eτj − etj
−=
LN p tj
β' xτj − x tj + A' λ τj − λ tj + γδ

(3)

where A = {α m } and β = {β k } are now respective M × 1 and K × 1 vectors of
marginal implicit price changes; and λ tj = λmt , j and λ τj = λmτ , j are M × 1

{ }

{ }

vectors of a j house’s correlations with neighbouring sold homes at its sale and
resale times, and x tj = xkt , j and xτj = xτk , j are K × 1 vectors of its observed
th

{ }

{ }

attributes at those times. γ is still the T × 1 vector of price changes through
time but δ τj is the T × 1 vector of time-differenced dummy variables for a jth
house. And the error terms for a jth house are white noise processes of etj at

time t and eτj at time τ .
A hybrid price model exploits the inclusion of these repeat sales of the same

homes in a dataset for updating the error structure of a single sales hedonic price
model by removing unobserved specification errors due to dependencies between repeat sales [52]. The derivation by Jones [53] of these error terms for inclusion in a covariance matrix corresponds with the analysis of the random effects model by Greene [54]. The error variance of a single sales regression in
Equation (2) is estimated with the residuals, {εˆh } , from the ordinary least

squares regression for all ( h= 1,  , H (= I + J ) ) once-sold and resold homes. It
also has an adjustment for lost degrees of freedom for K + M coefficients of attributes of homes and their neighbours, T coefficients of their aggregated times
of sale, and the constant intercept:

1

 H ˆ2
 ∑ h =1 ε h
 H − K − M − T −1 

σˆ ε2 = 

(4)

The error variance of a repeat sales regression in Equation (3) is estimated
with the ( j = 1,  , J ) residuals, ξˆ j , from this regression, also with an ad-

{ }

justment for lost degrees of freedom for K + M coefficients of attributes of
homes and their neighbours, and T coefficients of their aggregated times of sale,
but no constant intercept:

1

1



ˆ2
σˆ e2 = 
∑ ξj
2  J − K − M − T  j =1
J

(5)

As explained in another study [52], these estimates of error variances in EquaDOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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tions (4) and (5) are elements of an estimated covariance matrix from which are
decomposed values of a p-value matrix for rescaling data of the observed I
once-sold homes and J resold homes in a hybrid price model. As a result, this hybrid price model will have lower standard errors of regression coefficients for
more precise predictions of house prices than the single sales hedonic model, while
also having statistically-similar regression coefficients [17] [20] [52] [55] [56].

4. Observations’ Data
Required data for calibrating a hybrid price model are effectively those required
by both a single sales hedonic price model and a repeat sales model [57]. A hedonic price model requires time-of-sale data for sold homes’ prices and attributes
of their dwelling unit and neighbourhood, and compositions of their neighbouring
sold homes. The more onerous required data for a repeat sales model are the
changes in prices of the same homes between times of sale and resale, and the corresponding changes in their attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood,
and differences in the compositions of neighbouring sold homes.
This study’s data are for all 2,920 inhabitable single-detached and duplex
houses sold through the Multiple Listing Service in two inner-city neighbourhoods in Windsor, Ontario. These data were collected from the beginning of
January 1981 in one neighbourhood named Glengarry (Figure 6), and from
January 1986 in another named Wellington-Crawford (Figure 7), until the end
of December 2018 in each neighbourhood. Data from the early-1980s are retained for the former neighbourhood’s study period as these were unusual years
for house sales. Addresses of sold houses in each neighbourhood are plotted on
online maps available from
http://web2.uwindsor.ca/courses/sociology/phipps/agp/gwc/gwcmaps.html.
Nine attributes of the dwelling unit were coded from the MLS listing at each

Source: Author.

Figure 6. Example residential street in Glengarry neighbourhood in Windsor.
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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Source: Author.

Figure 7. Example residential street in Wellington-Crawford neighbourhood in Windsor.

time of sale, and these are lot size in thousands of square feet; numbers of garages, bedrooms, bathrooms, and storeys; and dummies for exterior brick finish,
finished full basement, central air conditioning, and home’s condition coded
from a realtor’s summary evaluation as −1 for poor, 0 for normal, and 1 for excellent (Table 1). Eight attributes of the neighbourhood are the median annual
income in thousands of dollars for adults in a dissemination area (DA); and
percentages in a DA of: dwelling units needing major repairs, households with at
least one child at home, owner occupiers, visible minority population, and adults
who are blue-collar workers, unattached, or university educated.
Differences between sold homes’ attributes justify distinct analyses of each
neighbourhood’s data: Five attributes of the neighbourhood have statistically
significant different means in the two study neighbourhoods, as well as four of
the dwelling unit based on non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals in the table. Note the attributes of the neighbourhood are from the 2001, 2006, 2011 or
2016 census closest to the time of sale or resale of a home; and they are appended to its data after locating it inside the boundaries of one of 25 DAs in
Windsor, Ontario. The year 2001 was the first for subdivision of Canadian census metropolitan areas such as Windsor, Ontario, into DAs with the small-area
data used in this study [58]. Theretofore, two study neighbourhoods were covered by four larger census tracts having not only different boundaries but also
different variables than subsequent dissemination areas.
Boundaries of the mostly rectangular dissemination areas, approximately
one-half kilometre by one-quarter kilometre in size, and aligned with a grid
street pattern, may delineate a visual and interactional neighbourhood of homes
in this part of the city. However, the neighbourhood of a sold home may have a
separate effect from that of its attributes and changes in them if a home’s sale
price is correlated with prices of M recently-sold neighbouring homes [59] [60].
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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Table 1. Variables’ descriptive statistics and hybrid models’ regression coefficients.
Glengarry
Component

Variable

Attribute Attribute
95% CI 95% CI
Lower
Upper

Wellington-Crawford

Hybrid Model
B

Attribute Attribute
95% CI
Std. Significance 95% CI
Lower
Upper
Error
level

Hybrid Model
B

Std. Significance
Error
level

Attribute of Median adult income
Neighbourhood
in a DA ($000)

21.44

22.01

0.012

0.003

0.000

20.97

21.47

0.004

0.002

0.009

Blue collar workers in
a DA (%)

17.18

18.02

0.004

0.001

0.003

15.78

16.68

0.000

0.001

0.891

Dwelling units in
need of major repairs
in a DA (%)

13.70

14.57

−0.003 0.001

0.032

10.01

10.57

−0.003 0.001

0.010

Families with at least
one child at home in a
DA (%)

45.91

47.87

−0.002 0.001

0.158

48.56

49.96

−0.004 0.001

0.000

Owner occupiers in a
DA (%)

37.89

39.15

0.001

0.001

0.405

33.46

34.99

0.001

0.001

0.090

Unattached adult
residents in a DA (%)

55.16

56.02

−0.002 0.002

0.343

55.71

56.66

0.006

0.001

0.000

University educated
adults in a DA (%)

17.61

18.57

0.004

0.002

0.003

23.74

24.71

0.001

0.001

0.324

Visible minority
residents in a DA (%)

30.74

32.28

−0.002 0.001

0.166

30.06

30.93

−0.002 0.001

0.028

Lot size (000s sq ft)

3.73

3.86

0.05

0.01

0.000

4.05

4.20

0.03

0.01

0.000

Basement (1 =
Finished full)

0.20

0.24

0.02

0.02

0.352

0.34

0.38

0.05

0.01

0.001

Central air
conditioning
(1 = Yes)

0.27

0.33

0.10

0.02

0.000

0.39

0.43

0.15

0.02

0.000

Exterior brick finish
(1 = Yes)

0.34

0.40

0.13

0.03

0.000

0.35

0.39

0.11

0.02

0.000

Bathrooms (Number)

1.62

1.69

0.05

0.02

0.002

1.64

1.71

0.09

0.01

0.000

Bedrooms (Number)

3.55

3.67

0.05

0.01

0.000

3.50

3.62

0.04

0.01

0.000

Garage (Number)

0.45

0.53

0.07

0.01

0.000

0.37

0.44

0.06

0.01

0.000

Storeys (Number)

1.74

1.80

0.12

0.02

0.000

1.75

1.79

0.01

0.02

0.565

House’s Condition
(−1 = Poor, 0 =
Normal, 1 = Excellent)

−0.02

0.00

0.38

0.04

0.000

0.00

0.02

0.32

0.03

0.000

Value of

Eigenvector 01

−0.05

−0.02

0.018

0.03

0.468

−0.06

−0.04

0.028

0.020

0.162

Eigenvector

Eigenvector 03

−0.02

0.02

−0.021

0.02

0.389

−0.02

0.01

−0.030 0.018

0.097

Year of Sale

1981

0

or Resale

1982

−0.26

0.08

0.002

1983

−0.29

0.08

0.000

1984

−0.14

0.08

0.071

Attribute of
Dwelling Unit
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Continued
1985

0.13

0.07

0.073

1986

0.40

0.08

0.000

0

1987

0.52

0.08

0.000

0.11

0.04

0.003

1988

0.71

0.07

0.000

0.29

0.03

0.000

1989

0.99

0.07

0.000

0.54

0.04

0.000

1990

0.91

0.09

0.000

0.53

0.04

0.000

1991

0.92

0.09

0.000

0.51

0.04

0.000

1992

0.95

0.08

0.000

0.47

0.04

0.000

1993

0.99

0.09

0.000

0.59

0.05

0.000

1994

1.07

0.08

0.000

0.58

0.04

0.000

1995

1.10

0.09

0.000

0.61

0.04

0.000

1996

1.12

0.09

0.000

0.65

0.05

0.000

1997

1.06

0.08

0.000

0.70

0.04

0.000

1998

1.12

0.08

0.000

0.64

0.05

0.000

1999

1.09

0.08

0.000

0.61

0.05

0.000

2000

1.03

0.08

0.000

0.67

0.04

0.000

2001

1.19

0.09

0.000

0.66

0.05

0.000

2002

1.27

0.10

0.000

0.74

0.05

0.000

2003

1.29

0.10

0.000

0.72

0.05

0.000

2004

1.40

0.10

0.000

0.78

0.05

0.000

2005

1.35

0.10

0.000

0.71

0.05

0.000

2006

1.21

0.10

0.000

0.67

0.05

0.000

2007

1.27

0.10

0.000

0.65

0.06

0.000

2008

0.99

0.10

0.000

0.49

0.05

0.000

2009

0.90

0.09

0.000

0.35

0.05

0.000

2010

1.02

0.10

0.000

0.42

0.05

0.000

2011

0.86

0.09

0.000

0.42

0.05

0.000

2012

0.98

0.10

0.000

0.50

0.05

0.000

2013

1.07

0.09

0.000

0.53

0.05

0.000

2014

1.10

0.10

0.000

0.61

0.05

0.000

2015

1.14

0.09

0.000

0.66

0.05

0.000

2016

1.40

0.09

0.000

0.83

0.04

0.000

2017

1.61

0.10

0.000

1.10

0.05

0.000

2018

1.76

0.10

0.000

1.29

0.04

0.000

Constant

9.237

0.19

0.000

9.919

0.11

0.000

R-squared

97%

98%

Degrees of
Freedom

1226

1518

Source: Author.
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These spatial autocorrelations are represented by the

{λ }
t
m ,i

in Equations (2)

and (3), and they are calculated in this study by means of eigenvector spatial filtering for every 12 sold homes up to and including an ith one [61] [62] [63]. In
other words, the potential correlation between an ith sold home’s location and
those of nearby sold homes in the prior three or four months (based on 3.6 average monthly sales in Wellington-Crawford and 2.8 in Glengarry) is summarized by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from decomposing:

11'

I −
M


11' 
 t
 Ci  I −

M
 

(6)

where I is the M × M identity matrix; 1 is an M × 1 vector of 1 s, and 1' is the
transpose of them; and Cit measures the spatial weights such as represented by
inverse distances between M sold houses including the ith one during a period
before its sale or resale at time t.
This study’s sequential calculations for a small number of neighbouring sold
homes have at least three methodological advantages over other studies’ calculations of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the full spatial weights matrix between
sold homes. First, only sales of neighbouring homes are assumed to be influential during the prior period to the home’s sale, and so “future observations” are
not included as in another study [[64], p. 23]. Second, relatively few eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are extracted from each of these recently-sold neighbouring
homes’ spatial weights matrices. Salient eigenvectors are not selected after-thefact from potentially thousands for a full matrix as in another study (e.g. [62]).
And finally, an eigenvector’s value for a home at time of sale can be differenced
from its value at time of resale in a repeat sales model.
Just as a repeat sales model analyzes the difference between a home’s eigenvector values at times of sale and resale, it also analyzes the difference between
each of a resold home’s attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood at
those times. Up to approximately one-third of resold homes have a higher or
lower predicted price with change in each attribute. In total, average percentages
of these predicted prices’ changes are statistically similar for eight of nine attributes of the dwelling unit; six of eight attributes of the neighbourhood; and both
values of their eigenvectors based on overlapping 95% confidence intervals. Owing
to the long study periods in two neighbourhoods, resold homes are 62% (360) of
(585) sold homes in Glengarry, and 59% (447 of 760) in Wellington-Crawford.
These produced 707 observed repeat sales in the former neighbourhood, and 868
in the latter after they were sold an average of approximately twice more: at respective medians of approximately five years and six months apart, and five
years and one month apart.

5. Results
5.1. Predicted Annual Percentage Changes in House Prices
through Time
Predicted annual percentage changes in house prices in a neighbourhood are
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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calculated with each hybrid model’s coefficients for years of sale or resale (Table
1); these are predicted changes in prices after statistically controlling for sold
homes’ attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood. Each neighbourhood’s annual percentage changes are dependent variables for testing this study’s
primary research hypothesis about fluctuations in prices of homes during occurrences of local events. In reality in both neighbourhoods, annual percentage
changes and their 95% confidence intervals have different trends during three
periods since 1981 or 1986 (Figure 8). Two upward trends are however virtually
offset by a longer downward trend. Hence, marginal non-monotonic improvements in real estate value are inferred for both neighbourhoods’ house prices
through time.
In detail, the first period until 1989 has annual percentage increases in house
prices’ averaging 24% in Glengarry (G) between 1984 and 1989, and 20% in
Wellington-Crawford (WC) between 1987 and 1989; note this average increase
in G excludes earlier percentage decreases in 1982 and 1983. Both average percentage increases are statistically significantly greater than zero, based on their
95% confidence intervals (CI) calculated with between 16 and 85 annual sold
houses in G and between 69 and 97 in WC (as displayed in the figure’s light grey

Source: Author.

Figure 8. Predicted annual percentage changes in house prices in two neighbourhoods.
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background).
The second period begins with precipitous percentage decreases in prices in
1990 in both neighbourhoods; and it ends with moderate decreases in G and WC
during 2008 and then another similar decrease in G and a lesser one in WC
during 2011. During this 22-year period, house prices fluctuate around no
change, with zero average predicted annual percentage change for between 16
and 36 annual sales in G and between 20 and 65 in WC.
The third period from 2012 to 2018 has averages of 14% for predicted annual
percentage increases in prices of 25 to 48 sold houses in G and 45 to 79 in WC,
though neither average is statistically-significantly greater than zero based on
their average 95% CIs. Altogether, predicted annual changes in prices occurring
solely due to the passage of time average out at 6% in G since 1981 and 5% in
WC since 1986; with average 95% CIs including zero in their ranges between
−11% and 26% in G and −4% and 14% in WC.
Within these trends, significant percentage decreases in house prices occurred
in G during 1982, 1990, 2008 and 2011, and in WC during 1990 and 2008, when
each was a year of economic recession in Canada except for 2011. In fact, occurrences of recessions and adult unemployment rates are two independent variables with statistically significant regression coefficients at less than 5% level in
multiple regressions, whose dependent variable is predicted annual percentage
change in house prices in each neighbourhood (Table 2).
Predicted house prices have average −19% and −14% decreases in G and WC,
respectively, during years of a recession compared to when it did not occur.
They have further average −3% decreases in both neighbourhoods for each percentage increase in the annual unemployment rate. House prices are predicted to
have, for example, an approximate average −14% decrease from 2008 to 2009
when the annual unemployment rate jumped from 9.2% to its 13.7% highest in
the study period. The subsequent slow decline from this highest annual unemployment rate therefore prolonged the 2007-09 great recession’s depreciated
house prices until 2011 in both neighbourhoods.
Intercorrelations between the foregoing two independent variables and five
remaining independent variables may explain the latter’s statistically insignificant coefficients in the multiple regressions. Intercorrelations are greater than
0.53 or less than −0.58 for contemporaneous occurrences of recessions and
planning activities in WC, and contemporaneous fluctuations of the unemployment rate and mortgage interest cost in WC; and then planning activities and
corporate headquarters constructed in G, and planning activities and not only
hospital closure and demolition but also arena built elsewhere in WC.
In comparison, none of three remaining statistically insignificant independent
variables have intercorrelations greater than 0.48 or less than −0.49 with other
independent variables. Annual changes in house prices in both neighbourhoods
are therefore unrelated to prorated numbers of new residential building permits lagged by one year, the casinos’ opening and closure, or the sculpture park’s
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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Table 2. Local event variables’ descriptive statistics and regression coefficients.
Glengarry
Variable

Variable Variable
95% CI 95% CI
Lower Upper

Wellington-Crawford

Multiple Regression
B

Variable Variable
Std. Significance 95% CI 95% CI
Lower
Upper
Error
level

Multiple Regression
B

Std.
Error

Significance
level

(Canada) Mortgage Interest Cost (Index)

97

105

0.001

0.003

0.65

101

107

0.002

0.003

0.50

(Canada) Recessions’ occurrence
(1 = Yes)

0.06

0.31

−0.19

0.07

0.01

0.03

0.28

−0.14

0.06

0.02

(Windsor CMA) New DUs
(per 1000 pop; 1 year lag)

5

7

−0.01

0.01

0.06

5

8

−0.01

0.01

0.24

(Windsor CMA) Unemployment Rate
(%)

7.7

9.0

−0.03

0.01

0.01

7.6

9.0

−0.03

0.01

0.02

(City of Windsor) Casinos’ opening or
closure (1 = Yes)

0.4

0.7

0.00

0.05

1.00

0.0

0.2

−0.01

0.05

0.82

(City of Windsor) Corporate HQ built
(1 = Yes)

0.0

0.2

−0.05

0.09

0.60

0.0

0.3

−0.03

0.05

0.62

(City of Windsor) Planning activities
(1 = Yes)

0.1

0.3

−0.05

0.09

0.62

0.0

0.3

0.01

0.06

0.85

(City of Windsor) Riverfront sculpture
park (1 = Yes)

0.0

0.2

−0.04

0.07

0.60

0.0

0.3

−0.06

0.05

0.23

(City of Windsor) Arena built elsewhere (1 = Yes)

0.0

0.3

0.01

0.07

0.86

(City of Windsor) Hospital closure or demolition (−1 = Closure, 1 = Demolition)

−0.3

0.1

0.05

0.03

0.12

0.01

0.08
0.14

0.29

0.64

Dependent Variable: Predicted annual
change in house prices (%)

0.01

0.10

Constant

0.32

0.25

0.21

R-Squared

50%

64%

Degrees of Freedom

28

21

Source: Author.

opening. Altogether, eight or ten independent variables account for 50% and
64% of the respective variation in predicted annual percentage changes in house
prices in G and WC. Note that observed change in sale prices of homes in Windsor-Essex County is not an independent variable, as up to 5% of its monthly
sales were in the two study neighbourhoods.
Coincidentally, hybrid models’ predictions of annual percentage changes in
house prices in two neighbourhoods are as hypothesized more precise than those
of either the corresponding single sales hedonic model or repeat sales model,
while three models have statistically the same regression coefficients. Each hybrid model’s standard errors for 37 and 31 statistically significant regression coefficients of times of sale and resale are lower than the corresponding ones of the
single sales hedonic model or repeat sales model, even though these standard
errors have similar values (in results available from the author). Furthermore,
these refined values of regression coefficients and their standard errors lead to
hybrid models’ significant statistical improvements in simple correlations beDOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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tween observed and predicted homes’ prices: G’s hybrid model’s R-squared of
97% is compared with 81% for the single sales hedonic model and 65% for the
repeat sales model; and WC’s hybrid model’s 98% cf. 71% and 62%.

5.2. Predicted Percentage Changes in House Prices
from Changes in Attributes
Hybrid models’ statistically significant regression coefficients for times of sale
and resale, therefore, at best predict marginally improving annual house prices
in both neighbourhoods during the past more than 30 years. They at worst predict stagnant or decreasing annual prices. Regardless, hybrid models’ additional
statistically significant regression coefficients for several attributes of the dwelling unit and neighbourhood predict compensatory percentage increases in sold
homes’ prices if these attributes changed (Table 1). For example, observed
changes in at least three attributes of the dwelling unit between resold homes’
times of sale and resale are predicted to double or triple the average 6% or 5%
increase in price occurring in a neighbourhood solely with the passage of time.
Average 11% and 16% increases in price are predicted respectively for 17.5%
of resold homes in G and 17% in WC with installed central air conditioning between times of sale and resale. Also, 18.5% of resold homes in G and 24% in WC
with more bedrooms may have respective average 5% and 4% increases in price
for each additional bedroom between their times of sale and resale. Note that
only approximately 3% of resold homes in a neighbourhood have each of the
high value-adding improved house’s condition in a realtor’s summary evaluation, or the corresponding value-subtracting disimproved condition. In general,
both G’s and WC’s hybrid models have statistically significant regression coefficients at less than the 5% level for eight attributes of the dwelling unit. These are
lot size, presence of exterior brick finish or central air conditioning, numbers of
garages, bedrooms or bathrooms, and house’s condition classified as poor, normal or excellent from a realtor’s summary evaluation; and number of storeys in
G and presence of finished full basement in WC.
Changes to the dwelling unit from home improvements such as installation of
central air conditioning and addition of a bedroom are therefore predicted to
double or triple the marginal overall percentage increases in house prices from
the passage of time alone. These predicted increases in prices however apply to a
minority of approximately up to one-fifth of sold homes in G and one-quarter in
WC, and not the remaining at least three quarters of sold homes having each
unimproved or disimproved attribute of the dwelling unit.
Similar predicted percentage changes in prices for a minority of up to one-third
of sold homes in G and more than one-third in WC may be caused by changes to
attributes of the neighbourhood, such as inmovements of higher income residents including employed blue collar workers (Table 1). Homes’ prices are predicted to decrease by −5% in G and −3% in WC if median adult income in a DA
decreases by the average amount of −$4315 in the former or −$7389 in the latter.
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These are average decreases for 26% of resold homes in G and 31% in WC located in a DA with decreased median adult income between times of homes’ sale
and resale. Median adult income is one of two attributes of the neighbourhood
with statistically significant coefficients in both neighbourhoods’ models. The
other is the percentage of dwelling units in need of major repairs in a DA.
Two or three remaining attributes of the neighbourhood emphasize differences between the two neighbourhoods. Two additional statistically significant
attributes in G are percentages of blue-collar workers and university-educated
adults in a DA. Three different statistically significant attributes in WC are percentages of unattached adult residents, families with at least one child at home,
and visible minority residents in a DA. In particular in G, a relatively high average increase of 12% in blue collar workers in a DA is predicted to increase a sold
home’s price by 5% for 28% of resold homes located in a DA with an increasing
percentage of blue collar workers between times of sale and resale.
Correspondingly in WC, a resold home has an approximate predicted pricedecrease of −7% if it has the relatively highest 18% average increase in families
with at least one child at home in their DA between times of sale and resale; and
it is one of 38% of homes whose DA has more families with at least one child at
home. Coincidentally, this attribute of the neighbourhood emphasizes a difference between two neighbourhoods’ hybrid models. This attribute has a statistically-insignificant regression coefficient at 5% level in G, even though it has the
relatively highest 30% increase of an attribute of the G neighbourhood for 31%
of homes located in a DA with more families with at least one child at home between homes’ times of sale and resale.
Last, each home’s sale or resale price in each neighbourhood, and the change
in it, is not statistically-significantly correlated with the locations of 12 houses
including itself that sold sequentially during a typical three- or four-month period before its own sale. Neither spatial eigenvector has a statistically significant
regression coefficient: even though the first one has a statistically significant
positive coefficient at less than 5% level in WC’s repeat sales model; and the
third one has a statistically significant negative coefficient in WC’s single sales
hedonic model.

6. Conclusions
Sold houses are predicted to have increased in price only 6% in one inner-city
neighbourhood in Windsor, Ontario, and 5% in another since 1981 or 1986, respectively. These are very modest average percentage increases in predicted
house prices in two neighbourhoods, though with no comparisons of predicted
annual percentage changes in prices in other neighbourhoods during long study
periods. In this study’s two neighbourhoods, however, average predicted annual
percentages might be inferred to be lower including zero (or higher) from 95%
confidence intervals of regression coefficients calculated with minimums of 16
annual sold houses in one neighbourhood and 20 annual sold houses in the other.
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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In other words, it might be an over-optimistic prediction of increased house
prices at all in each neighbourhood, owing to relatively wide confidence intervals
of predicted annual percentage changes. These annual percentage changes in
house prices are inferred from Quigley’s [17] hybrid price models of approximately 2900 houses in two inner-city neighbourhoods during the years since
1981 or 1986. Methodologically, these calibrated hybrid models have more precise predictions of changes in house prices than a hedonic price model or a repeat sales model.
Subsequent statistical analyses of these predicted annual percentage changes
in prices identify two series of local events as especially correlated with precipitous decreases in prices at the end of two of three periods. These events under
the ECnt variable in Equation (1) are occurrences of years of recessions in Canada and years of high unemployment in metropolitan Windsor that were caused
by activities of individuals and organizations outside of the neighbourhoods.
Furthermore, high unemployment rates during and immediately after recessionary years tended to prolong declines in house prices for two or three more
years. A practical implication of these results is that a planning or policy response, such as financial assistance toward home maintenance and improvement, may have to continue even after a recession is over for mitigating declining house prices in a neighbourhood. Besides, these two events’ concurrence
may neutralize possible effects of additional hypothesized local events such as
the planning or opening of new buildings and facilities and the demolition of a
closed one. None of these additional local events significantly increased prices
during a 22-year period in the 1990s and 2000s when prices remained stagnant.
On the other hand, home improvements that change attributes of the dwelling
unit, and different residents whose characteristics are attributes of the neighbourhood may raise sold homes’ otherwise stagnant or decreasing prices. For example, predicted value-adding changes to the dwelling unit may include installation
of central air conditioning and addition of a bedroom. Predicted value-adding
changes to the neighbourhood may include movements of higher income residents including employed blue collar workers. Such changes are predicted by
hybrid models’ coefficients to double or triple the marginal overall percentage
increases in house prices from the passage of time alone.
Even so, residents may require financial assistance with home improvements,
as only up to one-quarter of sold or resold homes currently have each home improvement. The majority of sold homes in both neighbourhoods therefore have
neither improvements nor predicted price increases. Furthermore, decreasing
prices are predicted for a higher one-third of homes located in DAs where possibly lower income families with children have moved in. Yet, private improvements of such homes have been predicted by hybrid housing price models as
counteracting neighbourhood deterioration in the past, while residents who require assistance with future improvements may have dispersed locations. Their
unimproved and disimproved homes may be dispersed as changes in house prices
DOI: 10.4236/jbcpr.2020.82009
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and attributes are not spatially-autocorrelated in two neighbourhoods. For
example, the geographic compositions of each 12 sold homes are predicted to
have no statistical correlations with the twelfth one’s price. In conclusion, this
study’s hybrid models have measured the changing prices and attributes of the
dwelling unit and neighbourhood of sold and resold homes across two inner city
neighbourhoods, but future more micro research will locate examples of homes
with or without those changes.
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